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Verse 31 and 32 :

That we do have experience of ignorance and its obscuring power has already been shown. So
rather argue that Kutastha and nescience are not contradictory. [Chapter 6 - Verse 31]

If Kutastha were contradictory to ignorance and its obscuring power then who is the
experiencer of this obscuring?: it is the discriminating knowledge which is contradictory to
ignorance, as is seen in a knower of truth. [Chapter 6 - Verse 32]
• There is no logical contradiction between Atman being Svaprakasha and there being
Avidya.
• Verse 31 + 32 – very important, must see in one go.
Today we saw :
I) In Svaprakasha Atma how can there be Avidya

• Thus is the Argument.
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II) Kutarqa :
• Because there is no Avidya, how Avrutti, how Vikshepa, how Jiva Bhava, how
Kartrutva, Boktrutva, Samsara, why Jnanam?
• Why Shastra, its purposeless, no Shastra required.
• This is Kutarka.
III) Argument against this :

• You are thinking you are very logical person.
• True logic is based on experience.
• You are thinking you are a great logician.
• Actually, you have no logic.
• Your logic is baseless.
IV) I didn’t mean all that.
• It is only to understand the experience, I want to use logic.
• Become humble.
V) Use logic to understand experience without rejecting experience
• Sva – Anubhuti Anusarena Tarqyatam.
• Avidya is there, Svaprakasha Atman is there.

• Find a logic to resolve.
• Ma Kutarqyatam – don’t go in wrong direction.
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Shankara : Sadhana Panchakam

Reflect ever upon the meaning of the commandments of the Upanisads and take refuge in the
truth of Brahman as given in Upanisads. Avoid perverse arguments but follow the
discriminative rationale of the sruti. Always be absorbed in the attitude (bhava) – “I am
Brahman”. Renounce pride. Give up the delusory misconception, “I am the body”. Give up
totally the tendency to argue with wise men. [Verse 3]
Brahma Sutra : Veda Vyasa

If it be said that in consequence of the non-finality of reasoning we must frame our
conclusions otherwise; (we reply that) thus also there would result non-release. [ II – 1 – 11 ]
• Mere logic has no base.
• You cannot use mere logic to understand anything.
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For Brahmavidya use to get
clarity
Sruti

Yukti

Anubhava

Base

Explains experience and
Sruti statements

Experience

Accept
Svaprakasha Atma

Avidya

• Now find out right logic to resolve presence of Svaprakasha Atma and Avidya together.
• I don’t know the logic.
• We will tell you the logic.
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Revision – Verse 25 – onwards :
I) We have discussion of Avidya – Avarna – Vikshepa.
• 2 powers of Agyanam.
II) Avidya = Is that because of which, one is not able to know one’s nature.

Avidya

Positive
How ignorance is positive, concrete?
Ignorance of Japanese language
Is it
Positive entity

Absence of something
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Objects

Positive entity

Absence of entity possible
Ignorance

Positive

- Absence of knowledge of
German
- I don’t have knowledge of
German
- Ignorance of German

- I know German
- Knowledge

Darkness
Positive?

Knowledge of Book

Absence of light?
- Absence of knowledge of Book
- I have hidden it with red cloth
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Ignorance
- Not presence
- Bava

- But absence of knowledge
- Abava

• Absence = Abava
• Vedanta using Avidya not in these terms.
• Thula Avidya different.

• Nature of Avidya pertaining to SELF.
Avidya :
• Not like ignorance of German.
• Absence of knowledge of German.

• Negate entity
• Absence
• Abava Padartha
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Is Ignorance – Accordance to
Vedanta

- Absence of knowledge of SELF?
- Ignorance = Abava, Absent entity

- Ignorance is not absence of
knowledge of SELF in Vedanta
- Ignorance is that which causes
absence of knowledge of SELF.

Ignorance – 2 statements
(I)
- Absence of knowledge of
SELF.
- Negative

(II)

- Ignorance is that which
causes the absence of
knowledge of SELF
- Becomes positive
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Example :

Watch
- That which causes absence of
knowledge of watch = Kurchief =
Positive.
- Positive entity

- Absence of knowledge of watch
- Covered by Kurchief

Avidya – ignorance
Agyanam
Bava Rupa
Positive entity / form
Absence of knowledge of German
Negative
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• That which causes the absence of knowledge of the self = Ignorance.
• Ignorance = Karana Shariram
= Positive
Sharirams
Sukshma

Sthula

- Body

- Mind

Karana

- Ignorance
- Positive
- It is not nothing

• Avidya = Technical term

• Can’t understand like normal words.
Technical word :
• Has specific meaning in that subject.
Example :
Don’t force me
Give me space
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• Mx acceleration = Force in physics.
Avidya in Vedanta

- That which causes the absence of
knowledge of the SELF.
- Positive entity
Verse 25 :
• Ayam Jivaha Na Kutastham Vivinakti Kadachana.
• Discussion of Avarana…
Avidya – 2 Shaktis

Avrutti
- Veiling
- Non-apprehension of Rope
- Causes misapprehension of
Snake
• Avarana of Rajju causes Vikshepa of Sarpah.

Vikshepa
- Projection
- Mis - apprehension
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Avarana, Avrutti has 2 aspects
Na Asti

Na Bhati

- Asatva – not being there

- I can’t experience
- Doesn’t come to my
experience

• Ask ignorant person?
• Do you know Nitya, Kutastha Atma? It is ever there.
• No I don’t know.
Avrutti asserts itself
- Positively
- It is not there

- It is not experienced
- Na Bhati

Verse 30 :
Logician :

• How can in Svaprakasha Atma such notions be there – it does not shine, its not there.
• You may say but its that way only.
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Illogical
Atma shines itself to itself
Self effulgent
Example – “Light”
Light shine by itself to itself?
• Is light aware of light?
• Light is inert.

Svaprakasha
Sentient
Shines
By itself

To itself
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Self is effulgent
How can notions arise?
Self is not there

Self is not experienced

Answer :
• It is there

• Ignorant says :
o Ajnani Visdusha Prishtaha Kutastham Na Prabhudyate, Na Bhati, Na Asti Iti
Buddhva Api Vadati.
• Even though he experiences Kutastha, he says its not there.

• Experiences the self all the time.
• Argues illogical.
• In self experience, how can there be ignorance of self if its self effulgent.
• It doesn’t matter, that’s how experience is there.

• Logic is greater than experience.
• Logic must proceed from experience.
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• Can’t disregard experience and foise logic on greater pedestal where experience is
negated.

• Logic is secondary to experience because logic proceeds from experience.
• Nobody can infer anything without experience.
Example :
• To see logically infer fire, you need experience of smoke.

• Without experience there is no movement of logic.
• You are not great logician when you say :
o How can there be non experience of self and non existence of the self even
when one is experiencing the self?

• It is a great Paradox.
• All the time I am experiencing the self and yet I say there is no self.
Problem :
• Experiencing, one says.

• Are you experiencing consciousness?
• Ignorant says “No”.
• How can you say No…. To say No, you are conscious of it.
• “I don’t experience consciousness”
• Logic and experience have to be reconciled.
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• Experience should not be negated, logic should be used to understand an experience.
• However illogical it may appear.

• Experience says : Consciousness is there.
• How do you logically explain ignorance of Consciousness.
• What experience proves?
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Verse 31 :

That we do have experience of ignorance and its obscuring power has already been shown. So
rather argue that Kutastha and nescience are not contradictory. [Chapter 6 - Verse 31]
a) Avidyayam Avrittou Cha Svanubuti Pradarshita :

• When Avidya Veils, when Avrutti Shakti of Avidya is in action.
• Sati Saptami Prayoga…
• When there is veiling of Avidya.
• There is experience, Anubhuti, Pradarshita, was shown in verse 27.
When Avidya is functioning
experience
Na Asti

Na Bhati

• Agyani Vidusha Prishtaha, Kutastham Na Prabudyate = Avidya.
• Avrutti – Na Bhati, Na Asti Kutastaha Iti Budva Vadadyati.
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b) Ataha, Kutastha Chaitanyam Avirodhi Iti Tarkyatam :
• This is what you have to logically understand.

• Even though one is experiencing all the while pure Consciousness.
• Without pure Consciousness there is no life.
• Without experiencing oneself there is no experience of world.
• All the while one is experiencing consciousness but still one says – Na Bhati, Na Asti,
this is Moola Avidya.
• Budvaapi, while experiencing, Vadati, one says.
Understand :
• There is no contradiction between experience of self and Avidya.
Avrutti of Avidya
Na Asti, Na Bhati

• Still experience of self continues.
• There is no inherent enemity between self and Avidya.
• Therefore, even though one experiences the self, still one has experience of Na Asti,
Na Bhati.
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Experiences
- Intrinsic experience of self
without which there can’t be
any experience.

Experience of
Consciousness

- Experience is Na Asti, Na
Bhati.
- Expression of Avidya

Power of Ignorance

Na Asti, Na Bhati
experience

• Both can coexist because of ignorance.

Example :
• I am Radheya not Kaunteya both exist together.

Fact
Kaunteya

Ignorance

Experience

Fact
Seeing Rope

Radheya

Ignorance

See Rope Snake
Experience

• Self can coexist with Avidya, permits Agyana to exist.
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Kutastha Chaitanyam
Nirvikara Atma
Avirodhi – not Antagonistic to Avidya,
allows it to exist
It is not enemical
• Don’t argue how Kutastha can exist with our experience.
• Reconcile experience with logic.

Clarity
Self can exist alongwith Avidya
• Even though one is experiencing all the while, to say you have to be first.
• When I am, knowing I am, still I say I don’t know me.
• Greatest wonder of the world.

• I know I am… knowing I am, I say I don’t know I am.
• I don’t know “I am” = Consciousness.
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Ataha :
• Experience of Kutastha Chaitanya is there.
• At the same time, there is an experience, Na Asti, Na Bhati.
• It proves these 2 don’t have contradiction, they exist in Samana Kala.

• Self + Avidya + Avrutti have no contradiction.
• How is it possible.
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Verse 32 :

If Kutastha were contradictory to ignorance and its obscuring power then who is the
experiencer of this obscuring?: it is the discriminating knowledge which is contradictory to
ignorance, as is seen in a knower of truth. [Chapter 6 - Verse 32]
• What is opposed to ignorance?
• Experience of self coexists alongwith experience of Avidya.
a) Tad Virodhi Iti Chet :
In case you say :
• Avidya is opposed to Kutastha Chaitanyam, Antogonistic.
• Tad = Individual pure Consciousness.

b) Avrutti Kena Anubuyatham :
• Who will be experiencing the veiling, Avrutti?
• If Kutastha is opposed to Avidya, no one can experience Avidya, because it will put an
end to Avidya.
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All the while
We are Kutastha Chaitanyam

We say we don’t experience the
self

• We experience Avidya.
• Accept : No Enemity between Avidya – Kutastha.

• Then where is the enemity.
c) Viveketu Virodhi Asya :
• Asya – Avidya, Avrutti.
• With Avidya and Avrutti – ignorance and veiling what has enemity?

• Viveka, Jnanam has enemity.
What is opposed to Avidya –
Ignorance?
Not Self

Jnanam is opposed to Avidya
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• Intrinsic knowledge of the self is opposed to Avidya.
• There is self is but no intrinsic knowledge of Self.
• All experience “I am”.

• When you say – I… you know the “I”.
• Who is it I, it is me…
• Everybody knows I and also say I do not know consciousness.
• Without being conscious of I, you can’t say I.

• Example :
o What is the colour “Brown”.
o Can’t say – I don’t know what is brown.
• Consciousness has no opposition with ignorance and its veiling.

• What has opposition?
• Vivekasthu Virodhi Asya…
• Of this ignorance, Viveka – discriminative knowledge, clarity, Aparoksha Anubhuti is
opposed to Avidya.

• Vidya is opposed to Avidya not Atman.
• Avidya can stay in Atman.
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• Atma Ashraya Avidya Asti.
• No problem between Atman and Avidya.
• Because you are Atman, don’t think Avidya will go Away.

• Avidya will go away by Vidya of Atman.
• Hence, need to study.
• Avidyas enemy is Viveka, clear knowledge.
• What is proof?

d) Tattwa Jnani Tu Drishyatam :
• You take Tattwa Jnani and observe.
Jnani – Realised person

Has Kutastha Chaitanyam
Jnani
- Has Kutastha Chaitanyam
- Has no Ajnanam
- Has Jnanam

Ajnani
- Has Kutastha Chaitanyam
- Has Ajnanam
- Has no Jnanam

• What is proves?
• Jnanam opposed to Ajnam not Chaitanyam.
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• In Tattva Jnani – because he has Viveka, he doesn’t have Avidya and Avrutti.
• Vidya has Unique in Jnani, has no Avidya and Avrutti.
• Viveka not there in Ajnani.
What is opposed to snake?
Rope

Knowledge of Rope?

• Rope can’t put end to snake.
• Knowledge of Rope can put an end to snake.
• Rope did not cause the snake.
• Our ignorance of the Rope caused the Snake.

• What will put an end to the Snake?
• Our knowledge of Rope will put an end to the snake.
• Rope did not know snake or disappearance of snake.
• Rope remains Rope.

• Projection is your problem.
• Rope had no problem of snake, can’t put an end to snake.
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Nobody should say :
• How can intrinsic knowledge of the self coexist with ignorance?
• That is how it is.

• Because self is not antagonistic to ignorance.
• In this way, Vidyaranya reconciles the coexistence of intrinsic knowledge of the self
alongwith ignorance of the self.
• Intrinsic knowledge is of no use, it will not put an end to ignorance.

• Intrinsic knowledge is there in all of us as the awareness of one-self.
• That will not put an end to ignorance.
• We have to understand, get clarity, Viveka, have knowledge of self through Vedanta,
which will put an end to ignorance of the self.

• To understand this, bring the example.
• Rope will not put an end to snake.
• Knowledge of Rope will put an end to the snake.
• Everything becomes clear.

• Think, subtle important topic.
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Conclusion :
I) Avidya – Ajnanam is not absence of the knowledge of the self.
• It is that which causes the absence of knowledge of the self.

• It is a positive entity.
II) Avidya – is called Karana Sharira, Bava Rupa.
III) Avidya – Technical term.
IV) How ignorance is a positive entity.

• Is not ignorance of German = Absence of knowledge of German.
• Negative entity ok in Thoola Avidya – objective ignorance.
V) In Vedanta, Agyanam is different
• Context different, understanding different.

VI) Can Avidya co-exist with the Self?
• Yes.
VII) How can we put an end to Avidya?
• Self can’t put an end to Avidya.

VIII) Knowledge of self puts an end to Avidya.
• Avarna – Avrutti discussion over.
• Vikshepa – next.
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Revision – Verse 31, 32 :
I)
Avidya
Avrutti Shakti

Vikshepa Shakti

Question :
Svaprakasha Atma
- How can it be veiled?
- How Avrutti possible in existence
and also experienced
Question :

• How can Avidya exist when Atman is Svaprakasha.
• Svaprakasha can never become Aprakasha by definition.

Para Prakashya
Can become Aprakashya
When means are no more available for
Para Prakashyam
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Para Prakashyam
Illumined through assistance of
something else
• Object in front is illumined by light, sense, mind, intellect.
• All objects are Para Prakashya
↓
Other
Sva Prakashya
Ones own light

• External light becomes Aprakasha, unseen, unexperienced.
• When light goes off, I can’t see anyone in the dark room.
• When senses don’t function, eyes don’t work, I can’t see you.
• Ears don’t work, can’t hear.

• Mind not with eyes but is lost in thoughts, wont see you.
• Things absent when mind busy.
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Atman
- Svaprakasha
- Self illumined
- Does not require other
instrument for illumination
Purva Pakshi :
- No question of it being
veiled if self illumined

- Opposite of Para Prakasha

All of us say
I do not experience the SELF

I come to Vedanta to experience
the SELF

• I don’t know my conscious nature is the experiencer of all.
• Experience versus logic, philosophical quagmire.

Purva Pakshi :
• No possibility of Svaprakasha being Aprakasha.
• Entire Vedanta study useless.
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Vedantin :
• You are doing Kutarqa
• Not applying logic in the right direction.

• Logic requires inputs, its founded on experience.
• Logic does not have feet to stand without experience.
Experience
Input
Foundation for edifice of logic
Don’t say :
• Svaprakasha can never become Aprakasha.
• Find logic to reconcile where this is possible.
• Reconcile logic + experience.
• Don’t find logic which negates experience.
• How to do that.
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Fact :
• We can remain ignorant of our SELF even though self is self luminous, it shows self
luminous self is not an antithesis, enemical, autogonistic to ignorance.
A) Accept the experience.
• Make the point – self is self luminous.
• Our experience :
o Self is self luminous, don’t require eyes, mind.

b) Accept I am ignorant
c)
Accept
Self Luminous Self

Ignorance
- Is there
- Avrutti is there
- Vikshepa is there

d) Self luminous self and veiling, Avrutti coexist, coeval.
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e)
Coeval
Both existent at the same time, place
• Virat + Turiyam – coeval in Jagrat.
• No inherent Antagonism of Avidya?
• It is not SELF.

• Avidyas Antithesis is Vidya.
g) Avidya is not opposed to SELF.
• SELF is not opposed to Avidya, can exist together.
• Vidya is opposed to Avidya.
h) Self is not sufficient enough to put an end to ignorance.
• Need Shastra to end ignorance.
• Knowledge of self is required to put an end to ignorance.
i) Ignorance not removed by self but by knowledge of the self.
• Snake not removed by Rope.
• Rope knowledge puts ends to perception of snake.
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j) Knowledge is enemical to ignorance and not the substratum
Brahman – substratum gives its
support for
Ignorance to exist

Knowledge to exist

Tattwa Bodha :

Depending on Brahman, maya exists, which is of the nature of the three qualities of Sattva,
Rajas and Tamas. [Verse 18]
• Brahman not opposed to Maya or Avidya.
• Knowledge of Brahman puts an end to Avidya.
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k) In this way, Vidyaranya has provided 2 important concepts.
Avrutti / Avarana
Svarupa (Nature)
Asatva Padaka

Satta (Existence)

Established by Anubhuti

Abava Padaka
Ajnani

Jnani

When asked – verse 27
Wise asks ignorant
Do you know Atma – Kutastha
Nasthi, Nabhati
Atman not there, I don’t
experience
- Experience is Pramana

Reflection

-

l) Logic came into problem for Purva Pakshi – Ajnani:

• How can Svaprakasha Atma be Aprakasha?
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m) Svaprakasha Atma has no opposition with avidya even though it may look so unreasonalble
logically
• It is for all common sense, illogical.
Adhyasa Bashyam : Verse 1
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The contents of the two notions 'thou' and 'I', the object and the subject, are by
nature opposed to each other like darknes and light. Hence, it is certain that these
two cannot be identified mutually; accordingly it is all the more impossible that
their respective attributes too are mutually transferred. Due to this reason, it must
follow logically that there cannot be any superimposition of the object, the content
of 'thou'-notion, and the superimposition of its attributes on the subject, the
conscious Self, the content of "I"-notion; and conversely by implication, there
cannot be logically any superimposition of the subject and its attributes on the
object. [Section 1]
Example :
• Tamah – Prakasha

• Darkness – Light
• How can you mistake light for Darkness and darkness for light?
• How can you mistake Svaprakasha for Aprakasha.
• Is it possible? Looks impossible
Test of Anything
Not Logic

Anubhava
Higher than logic
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• Logic can’t show you anything, prove, decide anything.
• Helps you understand, comprehend something.
• Logic can’t show you fire but it can help you to comprehend the possibility of fire.

• What actually shows fire?
• You go and see.
• Experience is so solid.
• 100 logic you may use…. See chappal, light, sound is there – see one time….

• Seeing is believing, proof of Pudding is in the taste.
• All rest on experience.
n) First Vidyaranya shows Anubhuti Anavrutti and later on removes seemingly,
unsurmountable, logical reasoning.

• How Svaprakasha be Aprakasha.
• Reasoning of knowledge + ignorance only when mind is active (Function of mind not
Svaprakasha Atma).
• Don’t use logic and make it stronger than experience.

• Accept experience, integrate logic with experience.
• Accept Svaprakasha, can become Aprakasha.
• How do I accept?
• Accept Anubhava.
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o) Svaprakasha gives permission for Avidya to exist
• Avidya is not removed by Svaprakasha Atma but by knowledge of Svaprakasha Atma.
Example :

• Snake is not removed by physical Rope.
• Snake is removed by knowledge of the Rope.
• Avrutti completed, reflect upon it.
• Vikshepa – next.

• It will come again and again in Vedanta.
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Verse 33 : Vikshepa

On Kutastha, covered over by (the concealing power of) ignorance, are projected or
superimposed the subtle and gross bodies, thus producing the Chidabasa or Jivas. It is like the
superimposition of silver on a mother of pearl. This is called projection or Viksepa.
[Chapter 6 - Verse 33]
a) Avidya Vruta Kutasthe :

• Saptami
• In that Kutastha
4 kinds of Consciousness
Kutastha
- Individual
- Pure
Consciousness
- Svaprakasha
- Ananda
- Asanga

Brahma

Jiva

Ishvara
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How is Kutasta :

b) Avruta :
• Nature is covered, veiled by Avidya.
• In Kutastha, which is veiled, Avrutti Shakti has completed its function.
• Step 1 – Avidya – done, Avarna over.
c) Vikshepa goes into action.
• Vikshepa = Projection power, Shakti.
• Avruti Shakti = Veiling power
• Once veiling happens, next Vikshepa happens.
• Once you don’t know rope, superimpose snake, garland, pipe, crack on earth
(Puchitra).
• When self is veiled, what is Adhyastha – projected.
d) Shuktou Rupyavad Adhyastha :
• What is Adhyastha
Root :

Adhi

As

Asyati

Above

To throw

4th Conjugation
Parasmaipati
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• When Consciousness is veiled body – mind is put on that.

• When Rope is veiled, snake is put on that.
• What is put on Kutastha?
• When consciousness, self is veiled.
e) Deha Dvaya Yuta Chitihi
• Chitihi – Adhyastha
• When Kutastha is veiled consciousness is superimposed on it.
4 Consciousness
Brahma

Kutastha

Jiva

Ishvara

• Chiti = Individual consciousness is superimposed on Pure Consciousness – Kutastha.
• Individuality of Consciousness is superimposed.
• Chitihi Adhyastha.
• Adjective – for Chitihi = Deha Dvaya Yuktha
Deha Dvaya

- Sthula – Sukshma
Shariram

Yukta

- Connection
- Yuj = Unite
- To get connected
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• Karana Shariram = Avidya.

• When Karana Sharira goes to action, when Avidya veils.
Individual Consciousness
Deha Dvaya

Body + Mind
• Consciousness identifies with Sthula + Sukshma Shariram.
• Jiva is superimposed like Rope Snake.
Example :
Shuktam

- Shell
- Mother of pearl

Rajata

- Silver

• All shells don’t have silver.
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2 common example in Vedanta
Shell – Silver

Rope – Snake

- Raaga
- Love, want, greed,
attraction, emotions come

- Dvesha
- Hate, fear, emotions come

• Here context :
o When one is not seen, something else is seen on it.
Pure Consciousness

Avidya

Sthula + Sukshma
Shariram + World

In Sleep

Seen

Not seen, veiled

Waking + dream
Superimposed
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Shuktau Rupya Vatu

Silver coin
Rajata

Money = Rupee
Indonesia = Rupyah = Silver
• In shell, silver is seen.
• Sun falls on shell, appears silver piece.

• In Shukti – Shell, one sees silver.
• Once Kutastha consciousness is veiled, individual Jiva – Consciousness is seen with
body – mind.
f) Deha Dvayata Chitihi :

• Sthula Sukshma Sharira Consciousness is seen
g) Vikshepa Adhyasa Eva Hi :
• This indeed, verily is called Vikshepa Adhyasa.
Vikshepa Eva Adhyasa :
• What is termed Vikshepa, itself is called Adhyasa.
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What
Avrutti Shakti does

Vikshepa Shakti does

Covers

Projects

• Vikshepa itself called Adhyasa.
• Hi – Prasidda – well known in the Shastra.
Vikshepa / Adhyasa
When Kutastha is veiled, what is seen
on the Kutastha is called Adhyasa /
Vikshepa
• Both have same meaning.
Adhyasa
Root = As – She Pade – To throw on something
– Shepana
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• To throw where? Above, on it.
• To throw something on another.
• To see something as other.

• To see Pure Chaitanyam as Body – Mind – World
Waking world Consciousness
Jagrat – Avastha
Adhyasa – Bashyam :
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We have already defined superimposition as a cognition of one thing in what is not that thing.
For instance:
(1) When (one’s) son, wife, etc. are sound or unsound, one superimposes on the Self the
attributes of the external objects, as ‘I am myself sound or unsound’.
(2) In the same way, one superimposes on the Self, the attributes of the body as ‘I am fat’, ‘I
am thin’, ‘I am fair’, ‘I stand’, ‘I go’ and ‘I jump’.
(3) Likewise one superimposes on the Self the attributes of the organs as ‘I am dumb’, ‘I am
one-eyed’, ‘I am impotent’, ‘I am deaf’ (and) ‘I am blind’.
(4) Similarly one superimposes on the Self the attributes of the internal organ such as desire,
resolve, doubt, determination, etc.
(5) In this way, one superimposes the internal organ etc. (the locus of ‘I’ notion) on the
‘Witness of all the activities of the internal organ’ (namely, the inner Self); and conversely
by implication one superimposes that inner Self, the witness of all, on the internal organ
etc. [Section 14]
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• Atasmin = In not that
• Tasmin – In that
Pure Consciousness
Veiled

Waking state
Body – Mind consciousness projected
• In not that, that Buddhi.
• In not snake, seeing snake = Adhyasa.
• In not Body – Mind – world, seeing world = Adhyasa.

• To see something as something else = Adhyasa.
Vikshepa
Kship
Kshipyati
To throw
Viparitam – something else
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Something is there

Throw something other than that – Viparitam
Viparita = Opposite

Throwing Snake on the Rope
Projecting Snake on the Rope = Adhyasa
Kship

As

Both mean to throw
• Vikshepa = To throw something else.

• Adhyasa = to throw on something.
• Adhyasa = Vikshepa
• Atasmin Tat Buddhi = Adhyasa
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• Vikshepa – throw something other than that.
• Vikshepa Adhyasa Eva Hi
• Vikshepa eva Adhyasa

• Adhyasa Eva Vikshepa
• Vikshepa = 2nd aspect of Avidya
= To project
• Avrutti = To Veil

Adhyasa Bashyam :

The learned persons hold this superimposition of the said character to be
‘Nescience’, and the determination of the true nature of the thing by
discrimination, they call, ‘knowledge’. [Section 8]
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• Wise call : Adhyasa as Avidya
• Avidya causes Adhyasa.
• Adhyasa itself is Vikshepa, 2nd facet of Avidya.

• Some Misunderstood this statement.
• Causes confusion.
Some say :
• There is no Avidya other than Adhyasa.

• If no Avidya other than Adhyasa.
In Deep Sleep
There is no Adhyasa
If no Avidya other than Adhyasa
In Deep Sleep – No Avidya
Adhyasa = Avidya

Superimposition of something on another
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• In deep sleep – Deha Dvaya Yutha
– Sthula – Sukshma not experienced
• We say what is there.

• In Deep Sleep, Avidyas Avrutti – Veiling alone is there.
• Since Adhyasa = Avidya, in deep sleep we are all enlightened… so continue sleeping.
• This is Vikshepa – Adhyasa – 2nd facet of Avidya.
• Vidyaranya brings carefully, Vikshepa and Adhyasa together.

• Go to root of both words, meaning is same.
• Vikshepa Eva Adhyasa.
• This is 2nd facet.
• Therefore Adhyasa = Avidya.

• From Verse 25 till verse 33…. Explanation of Avrutti + Vikshepa shakti = Maya
• Completed Maya topic.
• Verse 34 onwards till verse 40 (7 verses)… Drishtanta of Shukti – Rajata Darshtanta of
Kutastha – Jiva and compares both of them.

• Like how here… same here.
• Pata – cloth – will take example and exemplified, we get good understanding of what
exactly has happened.
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Revision : Verse 33 – Vikshepa
I) Important point :
• Even though self is Svaprakasha, Avidya can co-exist.
Logically Odd
Svaprakasha can be veiled to itself
• If object, it can be veiled from me.

I am veiled to myself
Ok if Jadam

Self luminous to itself

Example :
• Sun is bright, clouds can come.

• Sun is veiled to itself is very odd.
• Mystery.
• How self – effulgent is substratum for ignorance?
• Very important point in Vedanta.
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• Sva Vishaya Sva Ashraya.
• Svam = Atman.

Avidya has Atma as
Ashraya

Vishaya

• Avidya exists with Atman as substratum.

Avidya = Jadam, Mithya
Has Satya Padartha as Adhishtanam
Only Satya = Atman
Sva Ashraya
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Avidya having Atma as Ashraya
What is its function
Veil the Atman

Cover the Atman

Avidya as though has
made Atman the
Vishaya

Avidyas
Vishaya

Ashraya

Atman

Atman

• Avidya takes existence from Atman it veils the Atman.
Verse 33 :
• Sva Ashraya Sva Vishaya explained before verse 33.

• Kutastha veiled by Avidya.
• Ignorance veils the Rope, snake is projected on the rope.
• Avidya veils the Kutastha, Deha Dvaya Yutha Chitihi – is projected on Kutastha.
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Chitihi

Yutha

Deha Dvaya

Individual Consciousness

United

Sthula + Sukshma Deha

Karana Deha
Avidya
Veils

What is superimposed on Pure Consciousness
Sthula + Sukshma Deha Superimposed
Individualised Consciousness
Sense of I
Karta, Bokta
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4 types of Consciousness
Brahma

Kutastha

Jiva

Ishvara

• In Kutastha Jiva is superimposed.
What is Jiva?
a) Deha Dvaya Yutha
• Chitihi = Jiva

Example :
• Drishtanta
b) Shuktau Rupya Vatu :
Shukti

In the Shukti

Shell
• The shell is veiled by ignorance, one projects the silver.
• Similarly Brahman veiled by ignorance, one projects body – mind as self by Vikshepa.
• Maya = Avarna + Vikshepa.
• When I am pure Consciousness status is veiled by Avidya, one takes individualized
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Consciousness as the Self.

Pure Consciousness
- Infinite
- Nirvikara
- Ananda

Individual Consciousness
- Finite
- Savikara
- Dukha Pariplava over
powered by sorrow

• Something else is put on pure Consciousness.

• This process is called Adhyasa, natural process, phenomena.
• Learning to see this Phenomena is Moksha.
• Superimposition happens daily by Vikshepa Shakti of Avidya.
• Vikshepa alone in the Shastra is called Avidya – Adhyasa.

• Avidya causes Adhyasa.
2 functions of Avidya
Veiling
-

Non-apprehension
Avarnam
Not Adhyasa
Pure Avidya
Avarna

Projecting
- Mis apprehension
- Called Adhyasa
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Adhyasa Bashyam :

The learned persons hold this superimposition of the said character to be
‘Nescience’, and the determination of the true nature of the thing by
discrimination, they call, ‘knowledge’. [Section 8]

• Vikshepa is equated with Avidya.
• How Vidyaranya takes Drishtanta and Darshtanta and shows Samanatha.
Drishtanta
- Shuktan Rupya

Darshtanta
- In Kutastha Dehas Ubau
Yutha Chitihi
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• In pure Consciousness No. 1 – Kutastha, having the 3rd consciousness as a projection.
Consciousness

Individual
Kutasta (I)

Samashti
Jiva (II)

Brahman (III)

Ishvara (IV)

Earlier :
• Canvas – Chitra.
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Verse 34 :

In the illusion “This is silver’, the Pearl Oyster shell is the thing perceived and is real, but by an
error these notions. Viz., ‘Thisness’ and its ‘reality’, are transferred to the imaginary silver. In
the Jiva through the error caused by nescience. [Chapter 6 - Verse 34]
a) Yatha Idam Amshasya Satyatvam Shuktikam Rupye Ikshayete :

• 1st Line = Example
• 2nd Line = Darshtantika
• Add Yatha – Thatha….
↓

↓

Example Exemplified
• Just as… so also
• Just as…
• Shuktigam = Present in shell.

• When you see shell, cognize it as silver = Experience.
• Idam Rajatam…
• Shuktigam – that which is present in shell.
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• Gam = Gachhati
• Shaktau Gachhati – Iti Shuktigam.
• That which is present in shell.
What is present in shell?
• “Satyatva Vastu”
Shuktiga – This is silver
This is

Silver
- False

- Vyavaharika Satyatvam
- Transactional reality
- Belongs to Idam Amsha
This is silver

This – ness

Silverness
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This is Snake
This – ness

Snakeness
False

This is Shell
This

Shell

Samanya Amsha

Visesha Jnanam

• When Samanya Jnanam + Visesha Jnanam are right, then we have true combination
Yathartha (True) – Jnanam (Cognition, knowledge) we have.
This is Snake
This is
- Samanya Jnanam
- Right

Snake
-

Wrong Visesha Jnanam
Ayathartha Jnanam
Erroneous cognition
Viparyaya
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Shuktigam
Idamta

-

Thisness
Recognised
Truth
If not comprehended can’t
see silver

Shuktita
-

Shellness
Forgotten
Not recognised
Visesha Jnanam should not
be there

• Samanya Jnanam required for superimposition.
2 requirements for superimposition
Samanya Jnanam is there

Visesha Jnanam not there

Definition of Super imposition :
• Atasmin Tat Buddhi.
• In not that – Visesha Jnanam, having another Visesha Jnanam.
• Visesha component is forgotten.

• In not silver, having silver cognition.
• Visesha Jnanam is lost.
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What is true?
• Thisness – is true, belongs to shell.
Shell has
- Shellness
- Lost

- Thisness
b) Idam Amshasya Shuktigam :
Idam

Amshasya

Shuktigam

This

Part

Shell

Shell
- This-ness
- Factual, seen
- In front, frontness

- Shell-ness

c) Shuktigam :
• Belongs to shell.
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Shukti

Rajatam

Shell

Silver

• What is the problem?

• Identifying thisness + silver together.
Idam

Rajatam

This

That Silver
Putting together

- Not stopping with this
- Proximate

-

Silver not here
That silver
Shell gone
Silver not here

• Putting a Samanadhi Karanyam.
• Co-located – same plate
• This –ness – silver ness put in me location.
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Thisness

Can’t belong to silver

Proximate

Silver is not there

d) Rupye Ikshate :

• Thisness does not belong to silver is superimposed on silver.
• Ikshate – perceived.
• Silver not here, thisness superimposed on it.
• Identifying silver with this.

• Idam Amshasya Satyatvam which is Shuktigam Rupye Drishyate.
Darshtantika :
e) Svayam Tvam Vastuta Cha Eva Vikshepe Vikshyate Anyagam :
• Svayam Tvam = Selfhood, sense of amness.

I – am
- Amness
- Sense of existence
- Me – Myself
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• Vastuta – That is true.
• Amness of oneself, actually true.
• We are seeing the Vikshepa.

• Vikshepa = Deha Dvaya Yutha Chitihi.
• We are seeing that in the individualized consciousness.
Thisness
Seen in Silver

Selfhood seen in individual
Consciousness

• Anyagam = Svayam Tvam – Does not belong to Vikshepa – Deha Dvaya Yatha Chitihi.

Svayam Tvam = Selfhood
Belongs to Consciousness
(Paramartha Satyam)
• We are seeing in the Vikshepa, seeing in individual consciousness.
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Shell
Thisness

Shellness
Rajata – Silver

Thisness

Silver
Self

- Selfhood
- Selfness
- I amness

-

Ananda – Bliss nature
Asanga
Detached, Untouched
Visesha Amsha
Special facets

Individual
- Selfhood put on individualised consciousness
- Individual Consciousness = Consciousness
reflected in the mind
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Kutastha

Jiva

- Sun

- Reflected Consciousness,
Suns reflection in water
- Reflected Consciousness in
the mind
- Individual consciousness not me.
- Like thisness seen in silver
- Selfhood is seen in individual
consciousness.

• Like person mistakes reflected sun to be the sun.
Svayam

Tvam

Self

Selfhood, Abstractness

Svayam Tha

• Neelata = Blueness = Neelatvam
• Selfhood = Selfness = Svayam Tvam.
• Which is a fact, not false like Idam Amsham.
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Thisness / Selfhood
Satyam
Superimposed, presented to Rajata
• Selfhood is mistakenly given to Vikshepa.

• Rupye – Vikshepe…
• In Vikshepa, individual Consciousness should not have selfhood.
• Never be considered to be self.
• Silver should never be considered to be this.

• Child thinks reflected Sun – is the original Sun = Ignorance.
• We mistake :
Silver

Not there

This
• Anyagam – Svayamta – belongs to pure Consciousness – Kutasta.
• This is superimposed on the individual consciousness.
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• Svayam Tvam Vastuta Cha – Evam.
• Not Svayam Tvam and Vastuta.
• Svayam Tvam itself is the reality.
Idam Amsha

Svayam Tvam

Vyavahara Satyam

Vastu
Cha – like Avadharana

• In the same way – Cha – indeed in the Vikshepa, Chidabhasa in the mind – Jiva, one
sees sense of selfhood which is a mistake.
Similarity – What is superimposed
Idam

Selfhood

Gifted to false

Gifted to Body – Mind

• Here focus on Idam Amsham and Svayam ta.
• Reality – thisness is the focus.
• Samanya Amsha.
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Verse 35 : Focus on Visesha Amsha

As the blue exterior and triangular form of the mother of pearl are lost to the Vision, so the
Non-tactility and blissness of Kutastha are obscured by superimposition. [Chapter 6 - Verse 35]
a) Tirohitam Na Pratiyate :

• Is veiled, hidden.
b) Idam Amsha :
• Seen – In Rajata
• Kutastha has Svayam Tvam, selfhood.
• Seen on Jiva
• Samanya Jnanam
c) Visesha :
• Yatha Shuktau – in the shell
d) Neela Prishta Trikonatvam :
• Blueness in shell on top.
• Not fully blue.
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• White + Blue – Shade – sunfalls – white overpowers, blue hidden, appears silver.
• Trikonatvam = ∆ Shape + Blue shade of shell veiled
= Visesha Amsha
Samanya Amsha

Visesha Amsha

Seeing somewhere else

Veiled

Kutastha
Asanga Anandadhi

• Asanga = Nirvikara Rupa, pure, unaffected nature.
Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :
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After enjoying himself and roaming, and merely seeing (the results of) good and evil (in
dreams), he (stays) in a state of profound sleep, and comes back in the inverse order to his
former condition, the dream state. He is untouched by whatever he sees in that state, for this
infinite being is unattached. ‘It is just so, Yājñavalkya. I give you a thousand (cows), sir. Please
instruct me further about liberation itself.’ [4 - 3 - 15]
Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :
Ananda :

(7) If you think he is ever born, I say, no, he is again born. Now who should again bring him
forth?—Knowledge, Bliss, Brahman, the supreme goal of the distributor of wealth as well as of
him who has realised Brahman and lives in It. [3 - 9 - 28 ( 7)]
Anandamaya Kosha
Substratum = Ananda
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• Brahma Putcham Pratishta.
• Enquiry into self – comes to Ananda.
Sat – Chit
-

Samanya Amsha
Experienced
Accepted
Niramsha…
Anantha,
infinite Nitya,
Shuddha,
Mukta nature

Ananda
- Visesha Amsha
- Don’t experience
- Can’t accept
Adhi –
Visesha
Amsha

Thisness Seen

Shellness

- Transferred to Rajata

- Neela, Trikonatvam
- Not seen

Verse 34
- Selfhood
- Transferred to Jiva

Verse 35
- Visesha Amsha
- Don’t perceive in case of
superimposition
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• Yatha Neela Prishtam Yath Shuktau Tirohitam.
• Tatha – Kutaste Api Asanga Ananda Adhi Tirohitam (is veiled).
Conclusion :

I.

Samanya Amsha is not seen.

II.

Samanya Amsha is seen, elsewhere.

III. Visesha Amsha is not perceived.
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Revision : Verses 34, 35
I)
Example

- Shuktika – Rajatam
- Idam

Actual

- Kutastha - Jivatma

Samanya Amsha – Idam – Rajatam
– this is silver
Present in

-

Shukti

Kutastha

Thisness given to Rajatam
Thisness belongs to shell
Rajatam is false, not there
Thisness is actually
Shuktikam

- Thisness belongs to Kutastha
and given to Jiva
- Jiva is false
- Thisness is actually Kutastha
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Verse 34 :
• Svayam Tvam Vastuta Cha Vikshepe Vikshyate Anyagam
• In the way, Svayam Tvam, selfhood, ourselves, truth belongs to Kutastha.
• Wrongly transferred to Jiva and we consider individual being, Chidabhasa to be the
self.
Idamta – belongs to Shell / Kutastha
Thisness of Shell
- Given to silver
- Experience – This is Silver

Selfhood of Kutastha
- Given to Chidabhasa
- Experience – I am the Jiva

• Vastuta = Reality
• Jiva gets sense of reality from Kutastha, Atman, truth, fact.
• What is transferred – Aropita explained.
• “This is” – Samanya transferred.
• “Selfhood” – is Samanya transferred.
• Samanya Amsha Pratiti Iti Adhyastha
↓

General part experienced is Superimposed
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Essence of Verse 34 :
• Selfhood experienced in Jiva.
• Thisness experienced in the Silver.
Verse 35 :

• Visesha Amsha Apratiti.
• Samanya Amsha Pratiti = Adhyastha.
1st : Verse 34 :
• Adhyasthe Samanya Amsha Pratiti.

• In Adhyastha there is experience of Samanya.
2nd : Verse 35
• Visesha Amsha Apratiti.
• Specific attribute not experienced.

• Neela Prishta.
• Attributes of Shukti (Shell)
Neela Prishta

Trikonatvam

Blue Colour

Pyramidal, ∆ shape

To attributes of Shukti hidden
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What is hidden in Kutastha?
• Asanga
• Untouched
• Ananda – Bliss

• Anantha – Infinite
• In Kutastha it is hidden.
• We get new name – Nama Antara Papti.
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Verse 36 :

In the illustration that which is superimposed is called Silver; so with the power of illusory
projection that which is superimposed on Kutastha is called ‘I’, ego, or the sense of
individuality. [Chapter 6 - Verse 36]
Shell – Silver Example :
a) Aropitasya :
• Superimposed – Rupyam Nama – what is there is shell only.

• Now we give name – silver.
b) Kutastha Adhyastha Vikshepa Nama Aham Iti Nishchayaha :
Actually
- Shell is there
- Forgotten
Kutastha
- Only is there
- Forgotten that there is Kutastha

Now
- We give name silver
- Nobody calls it shell
- We all call it silver
Now
- We are calling it individual, Jiva
- Name of Vikshepa that is
superimposed in Kutastha is Jiva
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Jiva :
• Deha Dvaya Yutha Chitihi.
• Individualised Consciousness

• Chidabhasa
Shell

Called silver
c) Kutastha Called Aham Iti Nishchayaha :
• Its called as “I”, individual, I am man, rich, poor, etc.

I)

This

Selfhood

Goes to silver

Goes to individual

II) ∆, Blue Colour – Hidden, not seen, perceived

• Asanga, Ananda not perceived
III) Shell now called Silver
• Kutastha called – “Aham”
• General gives reality to the false.

• Thisness – Samanya goes to Rajata and falsity perceived.
• If it doesn’t go, Rajata not perceived.
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• Visesha not seen properly, Samanya is seen.

• Call shell as silver, call Kutastha as individual.
d) Aropita Drishtante Nama :
• Adhyasa is only a Name, not a fact.
• Names can’t change, transform reality.
• Fact remains.
• Name – Vacharambanam Vikaro Nama Dheyam Mrityeka Eva Satyam.
Chandogya Upanishad :

O Somya, it is like this: By knowing a single lump of gold you know all objects made of gold. All
changes are mere words, in name only. But gold is the reality. [6 - 1 - 5]
• Call it Pot / Ghata / Rama… clay is fact.
• Call silver… wise see shell.
• Personal ignorance, not fact.
• Nama given – silver, individual, because that is your experience, precedes name.
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Verse 37 : Important verse

As people think of ‘this’ (something seen) as silver though they really see the mother of pearl,
so in self-cognition the Self is mistaken for the ego. [Chapter 6 - Verse 37]
What is our experience?

a) Idam Amsham Svayam Pashyan :
• You are not actually seeing ∆, blue colour… only seeing thisness.
Svataha :
• Actually seeing thisness, even when you are seeing silver.

• Not seeing shell, Apratiti, Visesha Amsha.
b) Seeing Idam Amsha, this aspect, one considers (Abhimanate) it to be shell
• Name is imagination
• Cognition, perception, imagination perceptual error has led to naming error.
• Yada Tatha Pashyati Tada Anyathan Vadati.
• Vastuta Taddrishyam Na Bavyaha.
• Vastu – Shell should not be there.
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• You are seeing it differently, cognitive error and hence are saying it differently =
Cognitive perceptual error = Anirvachania.
• Telling preceded by wrong knowing.

• Cognition error has given rise to naming error.
• Idam Amsham Svatah Pashyan Rupaya Iti Abhimanyate.
• Actually seeing thisness only.
c) Tatha Svayam Cha Svataha Cha Pashyan :

• All the time you are seeing only the self.
Self – 2 Aspects
Samanya

Visesha

- I am = Svam = Self
- This is

- Body / Mind
- Shell
- Ananda, Asanga

Seeing Idam

Rupyam / Imagining

Self

Individual
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Self – Correct cognition
Samanyam
- Thisness
- I am

Idam
- Ananda
- Asanga
Self – wrong cognition, error

Samanya

Visesha Amsha
- Body / Mind / Intellect

- Aham
- I am

Shell – Correct cognition
Samanya
- This is

Visesha Amsha
- Triangular shape
- Blueness
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Shell – Error
Samanyam
- This is

Visesha
- Silver
- Valuable

Adhyasa :
• Seeing this – seeing that (not this).

Thatha Cha Svam pashyan Aham Iti Abhimanyate :
• Seeing self, one has sense of individuality.
• I am Man… truly, I am only seeing selfhood, selfness.
• Selfness I am seeing as individual.

• I am KC (Naming – next step).
• We are not actually seeing any false.
• We are truly seeing only this…
• We imagine it is silver and say this is silver.
• Factually, only seeing Idam Amsha.
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(I) Fact

(II) Erroneous
perception

(III) What you Say
about it

(IV) Basis for all
this

Not denied

Not valid not true

Which is also false

Is true perception

• All wrong perceptions in their heart have a true perception.
• Falsehood has truth in its heart.

• You are saying silver, seeing silver.
• You are actually seeing only this there.
You say :
• I am individual.

• Why?
• Because I am seeing individual.
Fact :
• I am seeing my self.
What you are seeing is self
What you are perceiving is
individual body - mind
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Therefore you tell :
• I am an individual
• Inspite of all this, what you are seeing is the truth, you are seeing the self.

• Why we call something as Samanya (General) and something as Visesha (Particular).
General

Particular

Common

Uncommon
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Verse 38 :

In the illustration the idea of ‘this’ and the idea of silver are not identical, similarly, in the
human personality the idea of self and the idea of ego are not identical. In both there is a
common element and also a variable elements. [Chapter 6 - Verse 38]
a) Idamta Rupyate Binne Svatva Hante Tatha Ishyatham :
• Bhinne = Different
Idam Tva

Idam Ta

Rupyata / Rupatvam

This-ness

This-ness

Silverness

Different
• Svatva Ahamta
• Tatha Ikshyatam
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Thisness

Silverness

True

False

2 different properties
Samanya
- Svatva
- Self hood
- Self ness

Visesha
- Ahamta
- Individuality
- Individual ness

Different
Shell is silver
Samanyam

- Thisness
- See
- Thisness, general known

Visesha
-

Neela Prishta Trikonatvam
Don’t see
Specific property of shell
Not known
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Kutastha

Jiva

Selfhood

Individual

Samanyam

Visesha
Asanga Ananda

In the experience :
Idam Rajatam

Samanyam

I am the Individual
Visesha

Samyam

• In that too (Samanyam)
• Here Samanya not general, meaning different.

b) Just as how Idamtva (thisness) and Rajatam are different
• In the same way, self-ness and individualness are different.
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c) Samanyam Cha Viseshah Cha, Ubayatra Api Gamyate :
• In Drishtanta and Darshtantika.
• In Idam Rajatam experience, I am individual experience.
• In both of them you will find Samanyam and Viseshanam.

Shell
Idam with Shell
-

Idam gone to Silver

Therefore Idam is common in error
It actually belongs to Shell
It is also given to silver
Idam is common

• What is particular? Visesha?
Silverness

Is there only with imagined silver
• Silverness imagined has not affected the substratum of silver “thisness”.
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This
Gone to Silver
Gives existence to Silver
Repetition :
This
Belongs to Shell
Goes to Silver
Gives experience – This is Silver
• Thisness common to Shell and Silver.
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We take Silver
Silver remains only with imagined
Silver
Silver not gone to shell and changed
the shell
• Silver = Visesha Samanya = Thisness
• Silverness of silver is Visesha, particular to silver.
• This is common to silver and shell.
Kutastha

Jiva

Svam Tvam
Selfhood
General property
Svayamta
Visesha property= Ananda,
Visesha
- Selfhood is there with self –
Kutastha

- Individuality
- Self goes to individual
- Am-ness actually belongs to
only Kutastha.
- Am-ness has gone to the
individual from Kutastha
- Am-ness appears in
individualised I.

-
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• Like thisness appears in silver.
• Selfness of Kutastha = Samanya.

• It is there in the Kutastha, that is where it belongs to.
• Like thisness belongs to the Shell.
• Now the selfhood is also seen in the Jiva, individual.
• Samanyashcha Viseshascha Ubayam Api Gamyate.

• Pratiti Gochara Bavati.
• Little subtle point.
• Give attention, will understand.
Samanya
- Thisness in both Satya and
Mithya.

Visesha
- Only in the false, Mithya.

• How Samanya – Selfhood is there everywhere.
• Generalised experience.
• Thisness is generalized experience.
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Revision – Verses 36, 37, 38 :
I)
Idam Rajatam

Aham Jiva

- This is Silver
- Shell wrongly perceived
as Silver
- Shell – Silver
II)

- I am
- Kutastha self wrongly seen
as Jiva
- Self – Jiva

Idam Rajatam

Aham Jiva

- Thisness transferred to silver

- Selfhood of Kutastha transferred
to Chidabhasa.
- Jiva = Deha Dvaya Yutha Chitahi
- Consciousness associated with
gross body and subtle body

Original Consciousness
Reflected Consciousness –
associated with
Gross Body

Subtle Body
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• Samanya Amsha transferred to the Adhyastha.
Samanya Amsha – Thisness
General Aspect
Transferred to the superimposed
• Thisness of Shell transferred to the Adhyastha – Silver.

• Selfhood of Sakshi transferred to the Jiva.
III) This is Silver : Idam Rajatam
• Visesha Amsha of shell is not perceived.
• Visesha Amsha of Shell is lost.

Visesha Amsha of Shell :
• Neela Brishtava, Trikonatva.
• Blue colour and triangular structure is lost.
Superimposition of Aham Jivaha :
What is Lost?
- Visesha Amsha of Kutastha
- Ananda, Anatha, Asanga lost

- Svatva – Selfhood Samanya Amsha
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IV) New experience we have which is actually not there :
• Jiva comes about even when we are all the time seeing the Shell, we are saying, calling
it is Rajata.
• We are all the time seeing the Kutastha Atma, we are saying – calling it Jiva.
• Not seeing silver somewhere, but we are calling it shell.
• At the same time, place, I am Kutastha but am saying I am name – form – KC.
• Erroneously calling myself as Jiva.
• Jiva is only a name, it is not actually there but still I am calling it Jiva.
• Individuality KC is not there but I am calling Kutastha as KC.
• Upto verse 37 above said.
V) Verse 38 :
Why it is called

Samanya

Visesha

- General
- Common
- Casual
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Shell
Samanya

Visesha
- Shell not fully seen

- Causally perceive
- This-ness not perceived
I am Jiva

Samanya
- This is
- Seen Casually

Kutastha
- Self, not fully seen
- Jiva Replaced

• I am calling Kutastha as the individual.
• These are salient points covered so far very nicely upto verse 37.
• In verse 38, he gives explanation of why it is called Samanya or why Visesha?
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Samanya
- General
- Common
- Casual
Idam Rajatam – This is Silver
Delusion
Samanya

- Samanya Jnana
- Casually perceived, not
perfectly perceived.
- Thisness
- General cognition

Visesha Amsha
- Shape
- Particular, specific
knowledge
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Why thisness – Common?
• Thisness also seen in silver.
• It is in 2 places.
• This is in shell, also in silver.
• Therefore Samanyam.
Silver :
• Only in imaginary silver
• Silver not integral part of shell.
Darshtantika
Selfhood
- Transferred to Jiva

Jiva
- Remains only in the
imaginary Jiva.
- Has not moved forward and
is not present in the
Kutastha
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• Said in Verse 38 :
I.

General

II.

Common in Shell / Silver

III. Pervasive – Prevalent – Everywhere
•

3rd meaning of Samanya = It is pervasive.

•

Samyatha Vartate, Iti Samanyam.
General
- Thisness
- Idam

- Selfhood
- Svayamta
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Verse 39 :

People use such expressions as “Devadatta himself is going’, ‘you yourself see this’, and ‘I
myself am unable’. [Chapter 6 - Verse 39]
Samanya :
• Svayam – Selfhood

• All pervasive.
a) Devadatta Svayam Gachhet :

Devadatta

Svayam

Gachhet

Name of person

Himself

Goes

Tvam

Vayam

Vikshasva

You

Yourself

See

• Devadatta goes by himself.
• 3rd person.
b) Tvam Vayam Vikshasva :
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• You yourself see.
• 2nd person
• There is selfhood of Devadatta and you.
c) Tatha Aham Svayam Na Shaknomi :
Tatha

Svayam

“I”

Myself

• I myself am not capable.
• 1st person.
d) Iti Loke Prayujyate :
• In this way, we see the selfhood being all pervasive.
• Selfhood becomes Samanyam.
• Devadatta, you (Tvam), I (Aham) = Visesha.
= Superimposed
= Varied from each other
• Selfhood is common to all of them.
Example :
• This-ness = Samanyam
Idam

Rajatam

Samanyam

Visesha
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Verse 40 :

The demonstrative pronoun ‘this’ is common to such diverse perceptions as ‘This is silver’,
‘This is cloth’, and so forth. Similarly, the word ‘self’ is applied to all three persons, first, second
and third, ‘I’, ‘you and ‘he’. [Chapter 6 - Verse 40]
a) Idam Rupyam, Rajatam :
• Silver
• Money = Silver, 1 Rupee Coin

b) Idam Vastram :
• This dress
• Thisness
• Idam – Pervades all objects

• Thisness is sense of presence.
c) Asou Tvam Aham Iti Eshue Svayam Iti Abhimanyate :
• In the same way, you find, self is in 3rd person – He, Tvam = You, Aham = I.
• Idam – Saptami = Eshu.
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• In these words – Selfhood – pervades he, you, I.
Idam Rajatam

Selfhood

Samanya

Pervasive

• Visesha finite, not pervasive.
• What are you trying to achieve by this discussion?
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Verse 41 :

(Doubt) : The concept ‘I’ (egoity) may be different from the concept of the self (Atman), but
what has this to do with Kutastha? (Reply): The word ‘self’ denotes Kutastha and vice versa.
[Chapter 6 - Verse 41]
Purva Pakshi – Question :
• When you say – selfhood = Samanya different from Visesha.
• This is coin, silver

↓
Pervasive
• Self also pervading
• Selfhood different from individuality.

a) Aham Tvad Bhidyata Svatvam :
• From – Aham – Individual.
• Selfhood is different from individual, you, this person.
b) Kutasthe Tena Kim Tava?

• Selfhood different from Devadatta.
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• Self different from you, he, I, individuality.
4 kinds of Consciousness
Kutastha

Brahma

Jiva

Ishvara

• Topic here is Kutasta.
• W.r.t. Kutasta – discussion of Svatva being different from 1st / 2nd / 3rd person – what
you achieve?
c) Svayam Shabda Artha Eva Esha Kutastaha :

• Kutastha = Self.
• Come to clarity Kutastha.
• Kutastha = Meaning of Svayam, Self, selfhood.
• Kutastha is Nirvikara.

• Aham, Svayam Gachhami.
• I myself am going.
• You yourself go.
• He himself is going.
• Selfhood of a thing remains intrinsically without any change.
• Therefore it deserves being called Kutastha.
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• Come to a good conclusion.

• In this way, I am able to come to a conclusion.
Samanya

Visesha Amsha

- Generally present
everywhere.
- Kutastha eventhough is
individual consciousness,
it is not really limited.
• Vedantic conclusion :
SELF is the Supreme Brahman.

• Kutastha = Supreme Brahman.
• Tat Tvam Asi.
• Aham Brahma Asmi.
• Prajnam Brahma.
• That which is indicated, Lakshyartha, Guru indicates Kutastha.
• Tat Brahma Tvam Asi.
• Used 1st, 2nd, 3rd person.
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• What is indicating 1st / 2nd / 3rd person as Brahman?

• It is not Devadatta, Tvam, Aham.
Visesha Amsha
• Guru indicating Samanya Amsha – self Kutastha, selfhood.
• Selfhood not limited to just me, you, some Devadatta, but it is all pervasive.
• Therefore Kutastha, self, Atma is Brahman.

Aham Brahma Asmi
I
- Individuality
- Visesha

Self-ness / selfhood of I
- Samanya Amsha is indicated

• Selfhood is not limited, Tvam Svayam Pashye, Vikshashva.
• Selfhood on you, He (third person).
• Living objects, creatures.
• Do we experience selfhood in inert objects?
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• Ghatam Svayam Na Pashyet.

• Ghatam Svayam Na Gachhati.
• Ghatam Svayam Kimapa Karyam Na Karoti.
• See Intricacy :
Selfhood not limited to Chetanavastu but also is in Jada Vastu.

• Pot itself does not sing, run, see.
• Pot by itself does not do anything.
• Neuter self = It.
• Herself = Feminine
• Himself = Masculine
• Saha Devadattah Svayam Gachhati
↓

Not masculine goes to individual
• Selfness – selfhood = All pervasive = Kutastha.

Samanya
- Pervasive
- Shabda Artha
- Kutastha

Visesha
- Limited
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• Selfhood separated from I.

• Not seen elsewhere.
Individuality
- Aham / Tvam
- Different

Self
- Aham / Tvam Svayam
- Same
- Kutastha

Question + Answer :
Tat

Tvam

- Brahman

- 2nd person
- You

Asi
- Are

Question :
Shell – Silver
- This I see
- I am able to see Shell

Kutastha – Jiva Brahma
- Am I seeing
- Kutastha before
- We superimpose
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Revision : Verse 41
Shukti – This is Silver
Samanya Jnanam
-

Visesha Jnanam

General perception of Shell
This-ness
Common to Shell and Silver
Pervasive, is everywhere

- Special Aspect
- Triangular Structure
- Silverness

Samandhi Karanyam
This

Silver

- Together in same place
- Thisness pervades to
silverness, hence common
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Example :
• Idam Rupyam, Vastram.
• This is a coin, cloth, table, room
Pervades everywhere
Darshtantika
I am Jiva

Kutastha
Consciousness

• Kutastha is considered to be Jiva, Individual, like Shel is considered to be Silver.
Self

Like thisness

Is also everywhere

Pervasive in all objects

Verse 39 :
a) Devadatta Svayam Gachhet :
Devadatta

Svayam

3rd person

Selfhood
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• Devadatta himself goes… self goes, no him.
b) Tvam Vikshasya Svayam :
• You yourself.
c) Aham Svayam Na Shaknoshi :
• I myself am incapable.
• I = Jiva not Atma.
• Like thisness pervades everywhere, selfhood pervades everywhere.

• Aikyam between example and reality.
Devadatta

Tvam

Aham

3rd Person

You

I

Jiva
Svayam

Kutastha
• Selfhood of I = Atman, Kutastha.
• I = Atman
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• I am the SELF
↑
Capital I = Self
Small I = Ahamkara
Verse 40 :
Purva Pakshi :
• Our discussion about Kutastha – Jiva.

• What has this discussion got to do with Kutastha.
• Svayam, self = Kutastha
• Kutastha not I, you, 3rd person – Individual.
Verse 41 :

• Kutastha here is all pervasive – self.
Purva Pakshi :
• Let selfhood be different from I, you, Devadatta.
Question :

• Question : w.r.t. Kutastha, what did you achieve from this.
• Self is different from I, you, 3rd person.
• For you, what did you achieve w.r.t. Kutastha.
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Siddhantin :

• Establishes philosophy.
• For me, Kutastha – has arrived for me.
• Selfhood – Svayam = Kutastha.

Ghata
- Shabda
- Selfhood
- Existence, Consciousness

Artha
- Meaning
- Kutastha

• I = Aham = myself.
• Aham Svayam Gachhami
• I – Na Shaknomi
• I – myself am incapable.

• Substratum of individuality
↑
Selfhood, same in Tvam, Saha Devadatta.
• Selfhood = Kutastha = Not limited to one individual.

• It is in 1st , 2nd, 3rd person.
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Verse 42 :

(Doubt): ‘Self’ merely excludes the idea of another and does not say anything about Kutastha.
(Reply): This ‘exclusion of others’ is the ‘Self’ of Kutastha. So exclusion is in favour of our idea.
[Chapter 6 - Verse 42]
Purva Pakshi :
• Svatva = Selfhood = Kutastha = Ok
• Aham, Svayam

• Tvam, Svayam
• Saha, Svayam
a) Self = Denial of everything else
• Anyatva Varakam, Nivarakam (8 Denial).

• Svayam = Denies everything else, negates everything else.
b) Iti Chet :
• This is what I perceive.
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c) Anya Varanam Kutastham Vaktuhu Ishta Mehi Tat Bavet :

• It is perfectly in line with our thining.
• Svatvam – Denies everything else, Anukoola with our thought.
d) Anya Varakam Svatvam Iti Chet = Purva Pakshi
• If that was objection.

e) Tad Anya Varanam Ishta Meva Hi Tad Bavet :
• It is favourable idea to us.
• Exclusion of others = Self
= Kutastha
= Atman
= Neti Neti, not this, not this, Anya Varanam, Denying in nature.
• Shastra shows Kutastha by denial.

• Svatva = Denial in nature, no objection.
• Therefore true self = Svayam.
• In language also is used correctly.
• Svayam = All pervasive = Kutastha

• Svayam in language = Denial.
• Kutastha Shown by denial only.
• Svayam and Atma are same.
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Verse 43 :

People ordinarily use self and Atman as synonymous terms; and so both terms are never used
together. In fact each of these terms excludes the idea of ‘another’. [Chapter 6 - Verse 43]
a) Svayam Atma Iti Paryayou :
• Paryayou → Synonomous
• Noble = Good, fine, sacred, honourable = Synonym
• Paryaya = 2 words tell same thing.

• Every word has Pravritti, movement.
• Example : Elephant, Yanai, Gajah
• Paryaya in different language.
• Brinjal, Egg plant.
• Svayam = Atma = Prayayou
• Self = Atma = 2 words meaning same.
Svayam :

• Negates everything else
• Reveals Atma
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How Pryaya :

• Can’t be use in
• Egg plant and brinjal
• Svayam Cha Atma Gachhati – wrong.
• Svayam Gachhami

b) Tena :
• Because of that reason.
c) Loke Vyavahare :
• In the world.
d) Saha Prayoga Nasti :
• Don’t use - and
e) Tataha :

• Therefore
f) Svatvam Atmam Cha Anya Varakam :
• When you say – self, Atma, they negate everything else.
• Bring you to your true nature = Self = Atma
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Seen :

I) Samanya :
• This-ness is pervasive – Idam Rajatam
II) Svayam :
• Pervasive in 1st, 2nd, 3rd person

III) Svayam :
• Kutasta = Atma
IV) Kutastha is everything else
V) Svayam can’t negate the Atman
• Svayam, Atma is Paryaya.
VI) Don’t differentiate Atma and self in the worldly usage.
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Verse 44 :

(Doubt) : We often use such expressions as ‘The pot itself does not know’. Here the word ‘Self’
is applied to an inanimate object. (Reply) : Such language is used because Atman is the basis of
the inanimate objects also. [Chapter 6 - Verse 44]
• Kutasta is Atma = Self = Consciousness
• Svayam is Atma = Consciousness
• Use Svayam w.r.t. inert objects also.
Svayam used
- Ghataha Svayam Na Janati
- Pot itself doesn’t know itself

- Herself doesn’t know
- No him, her, it in Sanskrit

• Self used for Pot and beings also.
• Atman is there even in Ghata.
• Consciousness because of Chidabasa, mind.
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Consciousness
- Animate
- Has mind
- Has reflection of
Consciousness
- Sentiency expressed
- I know
- Sentiency has to do only
with mind and Reflected
Consciousness

- In Inanimate also

• Question raised, Answer in 2 verses.
• Meticulous.
• Kutastha = Self = Atma = Nirvakara Rupena Bavati.
• Svayam Atma Kutavat Vartate.
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Revision : Verse 45
I) Svayam = Svatvam = Selfhood is indifferent than individual I, you, she, it.
• Self = Samanyam – pervading everywhere, general = Svayamta, Svatvam.
• What is benefit of knowing this?

• Svayam = Kutastha.
4 kinds of Consciousness
Brahma

Kutastha

Jiva

Ishvara

II) Now what is Kutasta?
• Selfhood = Samanyam
III) Purva Pakshi – Verse 42
• Self has potency of Anyatva Varkam

↑
Negates
• Self, Svayam, negates everything else.
• Svayam has got function of negation.

• Any difficulty for you?
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Answer :
• No difficulty.
• Property of self negating all else is desired by us.
Upanishad :
• Neti Neti = Kutastha
• Na Iti, not this – points Kutastha.
• Svayam, negating in nature.

• We welcome it.
• Verse 42 – Purva Pakshi + Siddhanta presented.
• Self = Free of Sthula, Sukshma, Karana.
• This is desirable

Question :
Svam / Svatmam / Svayatma
Does it negate Atma?
Why
Self = Svayam = One
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• In language, we use them together.
• Never use Atma and self.

• Not use together.
• Not used as properties also
Blue Dress
Property of dress

Svayam

Atma

Not Adjective

Not Noun

• No Viseshana Viseshya – Bava
• Use Svayam or Atma.
• Atmana Krutam, Svena Krutam used.

• Paryaya = Synonymous.
Verse 43 :
• Both words, self, Atma
• Svayam = Atma = Self

Synonym
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• Me = Mam
• Languages differ

• I = Aham
• Drop soul – from Vedanta
• Atma – Mind – Jivatma
• Let soul – mind – rest in peace = Atma Ko Shanti De…

• Soul = Peace = In Vedanta.
• Jivatma – can’t rest in peace, has to travel from one body to another, can’t be stuck.
• Paramatma can’t rest in peace.
Svayam

Atma
- 2 Sanskrit words
- Paryaya Shabda
- Synonym

Self
- One English
word

• Atma and Svayam are Paryaya.
• In Sanskrit don’t use them together.
• Anya Varakam = Kutastha = Negates everything

Negates Body / Mind / Intellect, it is consciousness
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Svayana
Refers to Atma
- I – myself go

Refers to inert substances
- Pot doesn’t know itself
- Ghata Svaam Na Karoti

• Self = Consciousness = Svayam.
• Pot itself doesn’t do / doesn’t know.
• Self doesn’t know itself.
• Sanskrit, precise, powerful for thought communication.

• Pot – inert – self = Sentient
• Svayam goes with Pot.
Verse 44 :
a) Iti Evam Svatvam Ghata Dishu Achetanashu Drishtam Chet :

• In the pot if self is seen as :
• Pot itself does not know
• Ghata Svayam Na Janati.
• In Pot also, associating Svatvam in Achetana, inert used.
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Self = All sentience
Used on Pot
- Pot not sentient
- Is self in Pot

In Body / Mind / Intellect
- Aham, Tvam, Svayam

b) Drishyatam Atma Satvatam :
• No issues, see selfhood also in the Pots.
• Self is there, therefore you can experience.
• Sattvataha = Because of presence of Atma – Taha.

• Drishyatam – see the self.
• Is pot sentient like self.
• Pot has got self.
• I Aham, Tvam, Devadatta has self.

• Pot is not sentient.
Self

Sentiency

Does not mean sentiency

Is a power to know and respond
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Biology class :

• What is life? Property of life?
• Sentiency, life is known by sentience.
• Sentiency is a capacity to know and respond.
• It is a power
• Sentiency = Life = Not property of Atma.
• In dead body where is Atma?
• In dead body, pot, Atman is there, Svayam Na Janati.
• If sentiency is not co-eval, co-related, coexistent with Atman.
• Ghataha Svayam Na Janati.
• Sentiency is property of what.
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Verse 45 : Very important point

It is not the immutable Kutastha or Atman which makes the difference between the Animate
and the inanimate; it is the Jiva, the reflection of Kutastha in the intellect, which makes the
difference. [Chapter 6 - Verse 45]
a) Chetana – Achetana Bheda :
Chetana

Achetana

Bheda

Sentience

Insentient

Different

b) Kutastha Atma Kruta Nahi :
• Hi = Certainly

• Na = Not
• Difference is not created (Kruta) by Svayam or Atma.
• Why?
c) Kintu :
• Rather, indeed.
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d) Buddhi Kruta Abhasa Kruta Eva, Iti Avagamyatam :

• Properly with reasoning you should understand.
Avagamyatam
With reason understand
• Svayam is going to every object in creation.
Sentient / Insentient
Nothing to do with Kutastha
• What is not there in a Pot?
Swami
- Calcium, carbon,
Phosphorous
- Aham Svayam Gachhami
- Swamam, Atma is there
- Body has mind

Pot
- Calcium, carbon,
phosphorous
- Ghatam Svayam Na
Gachhati
- No Mind

• When my Buddhi goes, I become inert like a pot in Sushupti.
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• In sleep no power to know or respond, Buddhi rests in causal body.
• Mosquito sits on pot and we both do not know.
• We become same.

• Person dies, Buddhi goes, not there, Buddhi has left.
• Buddhi does a very important function in creating sentiency.
• Buddhi Sattva Pradhana.
• Body = Tamah Pradhana.

• Prana + Karma Indriyas = Raja Pradhana.
Pradhanam

Body
- Tamas

Mind / Intellect
- Sattva
- Because it is clear
- Reflects Chit,
Consciousness

Pramana / Karma Indriya
- Rajas
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Chit + Sattva Pradhana
Mind predominant
Clear + Transparent Lucid
Like Glass (not Rock)

• Glass / Mirror – has power to capture sunlight.
• Sunlight reflects on rock but no reflection.
• Buddhi has reflection of Chit, Chidabhasa.
• Chidabhasa resides in mind, empowers mind, intellect, Indriyas, to know.

• Empowers Prana, Karma Indriyas to Act.
• When Prana + Karma Indriya – Able to respond
– Output
• And When mind + Jnana Indriya – Are able to know
– Input
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Mind + Reflected Consciousness
Make Organs
Mind (Buddhi) + Jnana Indriyas
- Input
- Power of knowledge

Prana + Karma Indriyas
- Output
- Power of Action

• In Buddhi there is reflection of Chit
• Life = Reflected Consciousness + Reflected Medium – Active
= Ability to gain knowledge and respond to stimuli
Life = Response to stimuli
Chetana

Achetana

Sentiency

Insentient
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Stimuli
Gain

Respond

- May, May not be there

- Truly Life
- Sentient in Coma
• Jnanam = Core aspect of life
• Janati, Ichhati, Yatate = Life if all faculties work

• Knows, desire, function = Gaining stimuli + responding to stimuli
= Sentiency life

Vedanta – What is life?
Chetana

Janati, Ichhati, yatate
Autobiography
What I know, what I like, what I do
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In Pot
No Janati, Ichhati, Yatate
No Life

No Reflection of Consciousness is not
there
Atman – Svayam is there
Consciousness is there in Pot
No Sentiency
• Reflection not there because Buddhi not there.
• Pot is Jadam.
• No Buddhi because it is Tamah Pradhana.
• If Sattva more, quality of life is more and more.
• Sensitivity more
• With eyes, don’t see, person offended.
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• Dog – you shout, it will wag its tail.
• Ants, lesser quality of life.
• Brahmadi Stambah – Stump of grass.
Brahma

Stambah

Highest

Lowest

• Ahimsa built on this.

• One Jiva lives on another to survive.
• Eat plant, cause the least animal.
• Animal has more life, don’t eat animals.
• Vegetarian works on this concept.

• Chetan – Achetana Baga not because of Atman, Svayam.
• It is because of Buddhi Kruta Abhasa Kruta.
• Kintu, Buddhi Kruta.
• What is created by the Buddhi?

• When Buddhi is there, Sattva Pradhana, Abhasa will be there.
• Abhasa = Reflection = Chidabhasa happens.
• Eva Iti Avagamyatam.
• In this way, you understand.
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• Difference of Chetana – Achetana is created by presence of Buddhi.
• No problem in saying, Svayam, Atman is there in Pot.
• No difficulty for us.

• Atman is there in both sentient, insentient (Jadam).
• Aham, Svayam Gachhami Tvam Svayam Gachhati.
• Ghataha Svayam Na Gachhati.
• Pataha Svayam Na Gachhati.

• In all, we put Paryaya Shabda Atma and transact perfectly well.
• We have no objection of Svayam being in the Pot.
• In this way, Vidyaranya clarifies sentiency.
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Revision :
I) Svayam + Atma = Paryaya Pada
= Synonym

• Good Boy, White Cloth, can be used
↓

↓

Property

Property

• Svayam – Atma

↓
Not property
• Svayam Gachhami
• Self goes, don’t use and

• Svayam and Atma not going
II) Issue :
• Svayam, self is also used in connection with Achetana Vastu.
• Ghataha Svayam Na Janati / Gachhati
Svayam used for
Jadam

Sentient beings

Atma

Sentient, not Jadam
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III) Is Atma there in inert object?
• Where is sentiency.
IV) Sentiency not because of presence or absence of Atma

• Sentiency is property of living creatures.
• Ability to be aware and respond to stimuli is not there in a pot.
• Atma is there in a pot.
• Satchit Ananda is there in a Pot, no sentiency, no life in pot.

Verse 45 :
• Sentiency is enabled by Buddhi Kruta Bhasa Kruta.
• Kruta = Caused by Chid Abhasa.
• How Chidabhasa comes?

• Because of presence of Buddhi.
• In Pot, Buddhi is not there.
• Sat – Chit – Ananda does not get reflected in the Buddhi.
• Chidabhasa is not there.
• Sentiency is not there.
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Consciousness
Recipients of intellect
Vijnaya
Associated with mind
5 Koshas

Annamaya

Pranamaya

Manomaya

Vijnanamaya

Anandamaya

First recipient
of Chaitanyam

First recipient
of Ananda

• Mind is aware of the objects, senses get the inputs, mind responds.
• Buddhi recognizes.
• Eyes – Sees Colour
• Ears – aware of Sound

• Skin – Aware of Soft Touch

Mind puts them all together as “I” am perceiver

• Nose – Aware of Smell
• Tongue – Aware of Taste
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• Buddhi – says :
“What a soft, fragrant Pink Rose”
• Recognising sentiency, responding as action comes because of Karma Indriya which is
powered by the Prana.
• Keep flower in the hair.
• Jnana Indriyas + Karma Indriyas can’t function without physical Golakas – Adhishtana.
• Body because of connection with senses, mind, becomes sentient, active.
Satchit Ananda has 2 capacities
Chit

Kriya

Upadesa Sara :

The mind and the vital airs are endowed with knowledge and activising power respectively.
These are the two branches of the one basic power (of the Lord). [Verse 12]
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Power is one – becomes
Jnana Shakti
Expresses through Mind

Expresses in Vijnyana

Express through Senses

Chit Shakti

Jnanam

Vijnana Maya Kosha

Manomaya

To Prana

Connected to Prana

Kriya Shakti + Karma Indriya

Stimuli

Response
Colour, Sound, Smell, Touch
Single cognition by Mind
Buddhi determines – This is a Rose
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• All related to Chit – Janat recognition.

• I want it… Ichha – Raaga.
Jnanam + Ichha come together
Desire permitted
Move forward
Pranas activated

Karma Indriyas active, employed
Response to stimuli as action
Input

Response Stimuli

Action

Arise from
Senses

Mind

Intellect recognises

Jnana Indriya

Unitary cognition

Gets
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• Conduit for Jnanam is senses, mind, intellect.

• Knower, Jnanata.
Aham Rose Pashyami

I see Rose

Chidabhasa – Jnanata

Senses, Mind, Buddhi required

• Purva Samskaras start working, Ichha goes to action.

• Chidabhasa accepts desire and through mind puts Karma Indriyas into action.
• Prana goes to action through Karma Indriyas.
• Both Stimuli – input and response, output are based on Chidabhasa.
• For Chidabhasa to be there, Buddhi is required.

Janati, Ichhati, Yatate = Life
Rests on Chidabhasa
Life = Sentiency expresses as

Input

Output

Stimuli

Action
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• Pot doesn’t have life because Chidabhasa, Buddhi is not there.

Light in Bulb is because
Tungsten filament

Electricity

- Source of light
- Asadharana, unique cause of
light bulb.
- If bulb fused, no light

- In fan, in Ac, in Mike
- Presence and absence of
electricity is independent of
light

Life Chetana (Sentiency) is
Uniquely depends on
Chidabhasa (Like Tungsten)

Generally depends on
Consciousness (Like Electricity)

• In Pot, no Tungsten, no Chidabhasa.
• Atman is there.
• Chidabhasa requires Reflected Medium – Buddhi.
• Person is dead, Chidabhasa absent, Buddhi has quit.
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Chidabhasa
Essential Jiva

What is associated with it
Body

Consciousness

Annamaya

Satchit Ananda

Prana / Mano / Vijyana /
Anandamaya Kosha

Specific components = Life
5 Jnana Indriyas

5 Karma Indriyas

5 Pranas

Manas

Buddhi

Chitta included

Ahamkara
included

Jiva
Annamaya
Body

4 Koshas
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What is a Jiva?
Essential Jiva

Jiva Complex

Chidabhasa

Chidabhasa + 4 Koshas

• Pranamaya connected with Karma Indriyas.
Manomaya

Vijnanamaya

Manas

Buddhi

+ 5 Jnana Indriyas
• Anandamaya = Vasanamaya
Manas

Buddhi

Function under power of Vasana

Don’t independently function
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• Thoughts + emotions based on Vasana, not independent.

• Vasanas are part of Manas, Buddhi complex.
What is a Jiva?
Essential

With all Paraphernalia

Chidabhasa

4 Koshas

• Jiva called Samsarika, that which transmigrates.
• Body does not transmigrate.
• Body dropped.
• Consciousness does not transmigrate.
• What is the transmigrating individual?
Individual
Permanent dependence
- Consciousness, non travel
- Without Consciousness
no Chidabhasa

Temporary dependence
- Body
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Bucket
Change water from
one Bucket to
another

Water

Reflection of Sun
Reflection of water

Has permanent dependence on
Sun
Pot
- Body

Has temporary dependence on
water Bucket
Water

- Mind, Intellect, Prana,
Karma Indriya,
Jnana Indriya
- 4 Koshas

Reflection falls on Top
- Vijnanamaya Kosha
- Light spreads down
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Chidabhasa
Vijnanamaya
Manomaya
Pranamaya

Body – Annamaya
On Death
Consciousness

Body
Left

Bucket
- Changes

- Remains as it is
- Does not travel

Sun / Reflection
- Has not changed
- Mind has not changed

Reflection continues
when water put in
another bucket
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• Chetana – Achetana not dependent on Body, Consciousness, but upon the Reflection
of Consciousness.
I)

What is the Jiva?
Counter question

Essential
- Yathartha Jiva
- Jiva per say
- Non transmigrating
individual

With paraphrenia
- Samsarika Jiva
- Jiva which transmigrates

II) What is yathartha Jiva?
• Chidabhasa

III) What is Samsarika Jiva?
• Samsara = Transmigration
• Transmigrating individual
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IV) What is transmigrating Jiva?
• 4 Koshas – Wrong

• Chidabhasa – Wrong
• Chidabhasa + 4 Koshas – Prana / Mano / Vigyana / Ananda
V) w.r.t. components – What is Samsarika Jiva?
• Chidabhasa + 5 Jnana Indriya + 5 Karma Indriya + 5 Pranas + Manas + Buddhi.

• Samsarika Jiva can’t exist without Adhishtana of Chit.
Chit

Not Samsarika
VI) Permanent connection of Chidabhasa is with what?
• With chit, consciousness
• With medium
VII) Temporary connection of Chidabhasa is with what?

• Body
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VIII)

Chidabhasa has permanent
connection with

Chit

Buddhi Vijnana

Sentiency = Abhasa Kruta

Buddhi Kruta

IX) Sentiency depends on what?

Counter Question :
Are you asking
- Asadharana
- Special / Unique

- Sadharana
- General

Chidabhasa
X)

Answer Chit
Sentiency / Chetana is

- Not proof of Consciousness

- Proof of Chidabhasa
- Asadharana Karana
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• Capture 11 thoughts, be doubt free.
• Sentiency, input, output, response, stimuli, Chidabhasa, Chit, buddhi, Birth, Death,
Jiva.
• Important discussion today.
Question :
Life
2 powers
Sentiency
- Consciousness, power of
knowledge required for
functioning of Jnana Indriya.
- Don’t negate importance of Prana
(Sadharana Karana for knowledge)
- Asadharana Karana = Jnana Shakti
- Mostly, uniquely, predominately
required
- One can’t live by knowledge alone.

Action
- Prana required predominantly
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Consciousness expresses as
2 powers
Jnana Shakti

Kriya Shakti

In Vijnanamaya have full
expression

In Pranamaya full
expression

• Stimulus, Vasanas – Expresses fully as Ichha Shakti.
• Direct expressions of Consciousness are Jnana, Kriya Shakti.

• Indirect expression of Consciousness is Ichha Shakti which requires various
combination of stimuli, previous experiences…
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Revision : Verse 45
I) Differentiation of Chetana and Jada not dependent on Atman but on Chidabhasa.
II) Atman

• All pervasive present in both Jadam (Inert) and Chetana (Sentient)
• Sentiency is result of reflection of Consciousness – Chidabhasa – which is made
possible by Buddhi.

Sentiency
Direct Cause

Indirect Cause

- Reflected Consciousness

- Reflected Medium
- Buddhi
- Where where Buddhi is,
you will find sentiency

Sun :
• Is always there, it is all pervading, everywhere.
• Where mirror is, you get reflection.
• Where water is, you get reflection.
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III) Verse 45 :
a) Buddhi Kruta Abhasa Kruta :

• Buddhi is cause of reflected Consciousness.
b) Svayam is inherent in everything
• Ghataha Svayam Na Gachhati, Na Janati
• Pot itself does not go, know.

• Atman is self of Pot also
• Svayam = Atma
• Why they are same?
• We don’t use them together.

• Don’t say self and Atma go.
• Self not because of Atma.
• Svayam is all pervasive, in Ghata.
Atman
- Sentient
- Consciousness

- Pot is not sentient,
Consciousness
- Pot not sentient
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• Sentiency is not a product of Atman.
• Sentiency is not a product of the Atman but product of Reflected Consciousness.

• Reflected Consciousness is product of Buddhi which is Reflected Medium.
• Reflected Consciousness not king, not the crown of Consciousness.
• Reflected Consciousness is dependent on Original Consciousness.
• Sentiency is because of Reflection of Consciousness.

• Glory belongs to Original Consciousness.
• Without mirror there is no Reflection.
• Without Sun there is no Reflection.
Sentiency
- Without Mirror, Buddhi, No
sentiency.
- Reflected Consciousness is
supported by Reflected
Medium
- Reflected Consciousness is
apparent, not true (Verse 46)

- Without original
Consciousness also there is
no sentiency
- Crown, glory belongs to
Original Consciousness.
- King is pure Consciousness
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Verse 46 :

Just as the conscious Jiva is created by illusion based on Kutastha, even so, on it the inanimate
objects are created by Avidya. [Chapter 6 – Verse 46]
a) Yatha Chetanaha Abhasa :
↑
- Reflection

- Chidabhasa
4 kinds of Consciousness
Brahma

Kutastha
Sakshi

Ishvara

Jiva
Abhasa

• Abhasa = Chit Pratibimba

b) Kutaste Branthi Kalpitaha :
• In Consciousness, Brahman, Ishvara, Jiva.
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4 Akasha

Ghatakasha

Mahakasha
- Brahman

- Kutastha

Meghakasha
- Reflection of
Akasha in cloud
- Ishvara

Jala Akasha
- Jiva

• Consciousness that is reflected.
• Consciousness get the primacy, not the reflecting medium.
• Consciousness is reflected in the Buddhi.
• In – Saptami Vibhakti.

• In – Refers to Buddhi
• Reflected Consciousness has no independent existence, hence it is Branti Kalpitaha.
• Branti means Mithya.
• World = Imagined by delusion, existence is not real.
• World if is real should have Svatantra Satta.
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Enquiry :

(I)
Consciousness
- Has Independent
existence
- Have Svatantra Satta

(II)
Reflected Consciousness
- Dependent

For Adhishtana it depends
on Buddhi

Buddhi
- Dependent

For its very existence it is
dependent on
Consciousness

Example :
Sun
- Independent

Reflected Sun
- Dependent
- Mithya

Mirror
- Independent

• Have you at anytime experienced without you, consciousness?
• Buddhi comes from Sattva – of Panchamahabuta, which comes from Maya.

• Maya exists on Atman.
• Buddhi has dependent existence.
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• Have you had thoughts without yourself?
• In deep sleep not dead.

• Svatantra Satta is there only for Consciousness.
• Hence Kutaste Branti Kalpitaha.
c) Yatha Chetana Abhasa :
• Abhasa is also Chetana but does not have Svatantra Satta.

• Abhasa is dependent on Consciousness for its presence also.
• It is Brantih Kalpitaha.
d) Achetana Ghata Dishcha Tatraiva Eva Kalpita :
• Does it have independent existence.

• In Kutaste – Branti Kalpita.
• Similarly, Achetana also Kalpita in Kutasta.
e) Tattri Eva :
• In that Kutastha Alone.

• Just as how Reflected consciousness is imagined in Kutastha.
• In the same way, Pot, etc, Achetana, Jada Padartha also, in Kutastha imagined.
• In Consciousness, it is imagined.
• Have you ever seen a pot without you?
• Seen pot without yourself.
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• Hence pot is also in Consciousness only.
• Imagined in Vedanta :
o Ask one question.
o Does it have Svatantra Satta.
• No delusion without you consciousness.
• Pot / Ornament / wave is an imagination, Kalpita.

• Kalpita :
o Does not stay by itself.
o It depends upon the perceiver.
• Can there be imagination without you the imaginer.

• No world with me, the experiencer.
• I, Chaitanyam am Adhishtanam.
• Kalpitaha means Kalpihita Akasha.
• Who is imagining – if something is imagined.
Kalpita because
When one realises ones nature
as experiencer Chaitanyam
Jiva Bava ends

Jagat also ends
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• This is the final reason it is Kalpita.
• Only when we don’t know our real nature, we consider. Ourselves to be the Jiva and
give existence to that and give existence to the world.
• In this way, Vidyaranya concludes discussion between Chetana and Achetana.
Shows
- Chetana sentiency is a
product of Chidabhasa
- Chidabhasa is based on
Buddhi

- Non sentiency is product of
Chidabhasa not being there
- No Buddhi in Ghata
- Chidabhasa not final end.

• Chidabhasa and Achetana pot is dependent entity.

Concludes :
• What are the various Paryaya for Kutastha.
• 4 types of Consciousness.
• Focus on Kutastha.

• Atman Svayam, Kutastha all mean the same.
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Svayam
Atman
One and same
• Atman is all pervasive Svayam is also pervasive.
• Aham Svayam Gachhami
Svayam
Ghataha Svayam Na Janami
• Atman = Svayam = All pervasive.
• Don’t use Atman and Svayam together.

Purva Pakshi :
• Thatness, Tat, Etat, also is all pervasive.
• Thatness, thisness are they Atma.
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Verse 47 :

(Doubt) : Like the word ‘self’ the words ‘this’ and ‘that’ can be applied to all persons, ‘I’ and
‘he’, etc. It is therefore reasonable to conclude that the objects denoted by ‘this’ and ‘that’ are
also the Atman. [Chapter 6 – Verse 47]
• This – That – refer to objects, that is also all pervasive.
a) Iti Chet :
• If I were to ask a question.

b) Tat Tey Idante Api Svatvam Iva Tvam Aham Adhishu :
Tvam

Aham

- 2nd person

- 1st Person

Adhishu
- Ghata
- 3rd Person

• Svatvam like Svayam
↓

Myself, Yourself, Himself, Herself
• You yourself see
• I myself can’t do.
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• Pot doesn’t know itself
• Self is common
Tat
- That

Tey
- And

Idamta
- Etat
- This

c) Sarvatra Anugate :
• It is everywhere
Example :

• I am that sort of fellow.
• That you who got angry…
• You are like that.
• That you is not same as this you.

• This sort of you….
• This, that can go to 1st, 2nd, 3rd person.
• Why don’t you consider thisness and thatness to be Atman.
d) Tena Tayor Atmata Iti Chet :

• Because it being all pervasive.
• Thatness, thisness is Atma.
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Verse 48 :

(Reply) : This and that do not refer only to I, you and he (as distinct entities), but also to
Atman, which is the common element in them all. They are like correctness, incorrectness,
etc., not synonymous with Atman, (because they are of wider denotation).
[Chapter 6 – Verse 48]

a) Tey Tatta, Idamta, Atmatve Api Anugate :
• That she – That me
• This she – This me
• Tatta = Thatness

• Idamta = Thisness

Also goes with me, he, she, it

b) Atmatve Tvam na Iva Sambavyam :
• That is not sufficient reason.
• Thatness, thisness goes with me also.

• Svayam goes everywhere, taken as Atma.
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c) Samyaktva Asamyaktva yatha Tatha :
• Samyak – Correct, goodness

• Asamyak – Not correct, badness

Goes with everything

• She is good, he is good, you are bad, she is bad.
• Bad is also me… can’t add bad as Atman.
• Because Tad, Etad have got Adhika Desha Vruttitvam.

• It is used for other things which is not self also.
• Ayam Ghata – This Pot
↑
Refers to pot not Atma

• Eshaha Atma, Ghata.
• It can be used to Atma as well as pot.
• Just because it is pervading, it need not refer to Atma.
• Svayam = Self, pervasive, refers to Atma, which is also pervasive.

• Svayam and Atma don’t use together.
• Itself shows both mean same.
• Etat Atma, Tat Atma, I can use together.
• Eshaha Atma, Sa Atma can use together.
• Hence not Paryaya Pada
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• That, this – not same.
• Paryaya = 2 words mean the same.

1st Reason :
• Tat – all pervasive, this, this… can be used with Atma.
2nd Reason :
• Adhika Desha Vrutti, it pertains to things not contained in Atma.

Example :
• That sweet is good.
• Dress what Sagar, is wearing is yellow.
• Yellow is in places more than what I want to indicate.

• Nuna Desha Vruttitvam yellow is what sagar is wearing.
• Yellow not what 3 people are wearing, which is Nuna Desha Vruttitvam.
Perfect Darshan :
• Yellow is that which sagar and Chiranjan are wearing.

• Lakshana falls into lakya perfectly,
• Defining attribute falls into what I am defining perfectly.
Esha
- Atma
- This is Atma

Esha
- Ghataha / Balaha
- This is Pot / Body
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• Thisness has Adhika Desha Vruttitvam.

• Not only in Atma, it is also there in other places also.
• It is not a perfect Paryaya Pada for Atma.
Thisness
Is not only in Atma

It is everywhere

Samyaktva / Asamyak
Samyak / Asamyak Atma

Indirect Cause

I am a good / bad person

It is good water

• Thisness and thatness not Atma.
Logic :
• It is Adhika Desha Vruttitvam
• Not used as Paryaya Padas.

• Svayam – Atma used as Paryaya Padas
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Revision : Verse 46, 47, 48

Verse 46 :
• Chidabhasa is an appearance in the Kutastha, Branti Kalpita.
• In the same way, inert objects, pot, are also imagined upon the Kutastha Atma.
Verse 47 : Purva Pakshi

• Raises a question?
• Svayam, Svatva, is all pervasive was seen as Kutastha.
• In the same way, why can’t we speak of Tatta – That-ness and Idanta – Thisness.
• They are also pervasive, why can’t they be considered as Atman?

Example :
Svatva
- Aham Svayam Gachhami
- Tvam Svayam Gachhasi
Inert Object :
• Ghataha Svayam Na Janati.
• Self, Aham, Svayam Tvam, Svayam Ghataha, Svayam
• Self-ness pervades everything.
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Selfness

Atma

All pervasive

All pervasive

• Thatness – Thisness is also all pervasive.

That You, That Me, That Pot

This Pen, This Body, This Mind

All pervasive
• Thatness, thisness also all pervasive like Svayam, why they are not taken as Atma?
• Can’t bestow selfhood to thatness, thisness… universal products can’t be used as
Atman.
Example :
• Goodness, Badness, Samyaktva, Asamyaktva, Good Me, You, Pot.
• Goodness, Badness, is all pervasive, can be used with many things, can’t become
Atman.
• That Pot / that Self
↓
Used for other than Atman
Thatness is Adhika Desha Vrutti.
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• Definition uses certain feature.

• Definition here goes elsewhere.
• Yellow cloth – orange cloth.
Example :
• Sagar – Chinranjan is wearing orange, yellow.

• Definition = Adhika Deshi.
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Verse 49 :

Besides, the ideas of ‘this’ and ‘that’ the ‘self’ and ‘the other’, ‘you’ and ‘I’ are opposite pairs –
it is well known in society. There is no doubt about that. [Chapter 6 – Verse 49]

a) Tatte – Dante Svatva – Anyatva – Tvanta – Ahamta :
Tatte

Idante

Svatva

Anyatva

Tvanta

Thatness

Thisness

Selfhood

Otherness

You ness

Ahamta
I-ness

b) Parasparam :
• Mutually.
c) Prati Dwandvitaya :

• Mutual opposition.
• Can’t say that for something and can’t use this for that.
• This says – its not that.
• Self – other – opposite.

• Svatva – Anyatva
• For self – can’t say other
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• You not I

• We use these words distinctly from each other.
• Use in mutually exclusive.
d) Nasti Samshaya :
• On this there is no doubt.

• That + this, I – you, self – other is different.
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Verse 50 :

The opposite of ‘the other’ is the self, which is the same as the kutastha. The opposite of ‘you’
however, is ‘I’, which is the egoism, the Jiva, which is superimposed on Kutasthha.
[Chapter 6 – Verse 50]

a) Anyathaya Pratidvandi Svayam :
• Tatta – Idante
• Svata – Anyata

3 Dvandvas, Mutually exclusive

• Tvanta – Ahante

b) Anyataya Pratidvandi :
• That which is opposed to Anyatha is Svayam.
• Svayam = Atma
• 2 synonyms – Svayam, Atma, that is Kutastha.

c) Cutastha Ishyatha :
• Pratidvandi for self = Kutastha.
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4 Consciousness
(I) Brahma

(II) Kutastha

(III) Ishvara

(IV) Jiva

- Svayam
- Atma
• Tvantha – Ahantha – Pratiyogi, opposite is Eshaha Aham, I.
• I = Jiva = Chidabhasa – Atmani Kalpita, Svayam, Kutasta Kalpita, imagined in Svayam.
• Tatta – Idamtha are Kalpita in Brahman.
• That – this imagined in Brahman.
Svayam Anya

Kutastha
Tvam – Aham
Jiva
Chidabhasa
Imagined in self
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Svayam

Aham

Atma

Jiva

Both different, can’t use
together to mean the same
Example :

Aham
- Jiva
- I

Svayam
- Atma
- Self

Janami
- Know

• I and self know.

• If I and self are same, how Jiva and Kutastha are different?
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